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You can find more information on our roofing platforms on pages 10-11, or directly on our YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/EurolineLeitern
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COMPANY‘S PORTRAIT

Our access technology products are exclusively constructed and manufactured in
Germany. We are certified in accordance with DIN EN 1090-3 (aluminium) and
implementation class Execute 2.
We produce high-quality products and thanks to our own logistic fleet, we deliver
the adequate solution quickly and reliably, starting from the ladders up to tailored
special constructions.
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euroline – the safe climb: As experts in the area of access technology we are
focused on ensuring that the user can safely and comfortably reach the working
height, whether in the handcraft, industry, public sector or quality-oriented
private sector.

d

Germany
in

Middle-sized: Reliable quality Made in Germany since 1924

e

Our company

ce 1924

DIN EN 1090

As a middle-sized family-owned company, we strive for the sustainable success of
our company. Reliability and enduring values are our guiding principle. Our
enormous flexibility and speed are our main strength. Customer‘s inquiries for
individual access technology solutions are in safe hands with us.

Bad Pyrmont factory

Lügde factory
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COMPANY‘S PORTRAIT

OUR
PRODUCTS
Nr. XXXX
• GARA
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We offer you the highest quality and never rest in the process of achieving it: Thanks to continuous work of our engineers on development,
technical innovations are constantly included in the standard programme.
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Innovations and high-quality for the sake of your safety

DIN EN 131

Thanks to automatically locked safety hinge fittings, resilient adjustment handles, accessory selected to suit your needs
and many other details, euroline ladders more and more safe. Safety interlocking and rungs with horizontal step
surface – this provides more safety to the people working at some heights.
10 years of quality assurance for our premium products and a reliable customer service stand for themselves.
The product quality is ensured by a certified quality management system and subsequently confirmed by an
independent testing institute. As a member of the association of German ladder and mobile scaffold manufacturers
(VDL - Verband deutscher Leitern- und Fahrgerüstehersteller), it is a matter of course for us to provide instructions on
correct use of our ladders, in addition to compliance with the relevant standards.

Nr. XXXX
OUR
APPROACH
Partnership with our customers
Thanks to our wide standard product range, we represent an attractive
partner for the retailers. The strong and confident partnership with the
retailers has been our main philosophy for generations now, and our
customers can obtain the most competent consulting services from us.
euroline won the first place when the partner of: Production related Retailers
(PVH) was selected in year 2017, thanks to this close cooperation.
The direct contact with the distributors and customers as well as the corresponding service are of the highest priority for our company. The service is gladly
provided by all our employees. We have a philosophy of short problem-solving
chain: If there is a problem to solve, all our doors remain open - in the management, among the others, for all our employees and in particular for our
retailers and consumers. Our customers are often pleasantly surprised at the
speed with which we are able to help them.

Nr. XXXX
OUR
ATTITUDE
Responsible to human beings and to the environment
When we are making all our decisions and investments, our goal is to sensibly use the natural resources. The main
material - aluminium - can be recycled with as little resources and energy spent as possible, whereas the parts of the
ladders and production waste can be reused.
Everyone has to contribute on his/her part to the climate protection and reduction of the CO2 emission. Our company
is focused on renewable energies and light sources which are low in consumption. Our entire main plant is heated
with the production waste from wood processing.
Our own fleet of lorries not only makes it possible for us to deliver with extreme flexibility, but also constitutes an
advantage, because we no longer have to pack our products in a time-consuming manner as usual, and we are also
able to refrain from using the packaging material, which represents an important contribution to the protection of
our environment.
We are fully committed to our production site in Germany and
continuously create new jobs and fully assume our responsibility
for the society. For the decades now, our most important instrument in the human resources work has been the family-based
company structure. Many family values and traditions are incorporated in the day-to-day business operations of euroline. The
result of the politics of our company is reflected in the low fluctuation levels and long period of employment of our employees.
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SPECIAL FEATURES – CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Project management
Consulting:
Individually tailored
solutions
Possibilities: Flexible,
versatile, durable
■

Solutions:
Economical,
efficient and in line
with the market

Implementation:
Reliable under
one roof
■

■

Taking all relevant standards and regulations in
consideration, a comprehensive offer

 rawing and drafting and
D
technical clarification

■
■

■

 reparation of a static
P
calculation
CAD Data collecting
 aintenance once a
M
year
F urther development
of already existing
solutions

Together with you,
we develop a tailor-made
solution draft for your
specific case of application.
Our experts on site or the
euroline-Projektteam –
personally and competently
– ensure that the solution
will work.
Full service,everything
under one roofwith the
„Made in Germany“
quality assurance!

for a cost-effective and
practical solution is the
result of the calculation
and design

 roduction in accordance
P
with DIN EN ISO 9001
and in a timely manner

 ssembly and training of
A
the employees on site
■ Inspection and approval
on site
■ 
Technical documentation
■

Individual access solutions

We realise

Service and access technology requires accuracy, on largescale machines and systems in the manufacturing industry
as well as on large-scale vehicles. Thanks to our technical
expertise
JAHRE developed over many years, we are capable of

■ Mobile working platforms with electric height
adjustment for more flexibility

developing special complex constructions in accordance
with your individual demands. We deliver any type of
working platforms and access solutions expeditiously and
reliably.

■ Lateral podium extensions with bumper guards
■ Multi-purpose steps with height adjustment
■ Individual machine access with platform
■ Steps and bridging for all applications
■ Bridges with framework constructions for enhancing
the load-bearing capacity for large-scale wingspans
■ All constructions are provided with high-quality circumferential handrails, which can be modified with
the aid of pluggable components

4
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■ Modular working platforms for all service and maintenance works
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http://youtu.be/uskWBOlqZ38?list=
UU8PsLtG9eBabuXWlKjHF7QA
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■ Fixed ladders of any time, made of blank or anodised
aluminium, zinc-plated steel and stainless steel
POS-NR.

MENGE

1

1

BENENNUNG

Standardtreppe

1

42-254-1 Treppe510_45° Süd_Oben

1

42-254-1 Stützkreuz 50x50 mit Fußplatte

4

5

42-254-1 Schweißkonstruktion
Aushangungschienen

5

1

42-251-1 Laufsteg E

6

2

42-254-1 Laufstegpodest Süd_02

7

1

42-254-1 Laufsteg Süd_01

2

42-254-1 Podest Süd_03

8

BESCHREIBUNG

42-254-1 Treppe510_45°

2
3

Standardtreppe
Stützkreuz
Schweißkonstruktion Aufhängeschiene
42-251-1 Laufsteg E
42-254-1 Laufstegpodest Süd_02
42-254-1 Laufsteg Süd_01
42-254-1 Podest Süd_03

9

1

42-251-1 Geländersegment

10

2

42-254-1 Spannstab

42-251-1 Geländersegment
42-254-1 Spannstab
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euroline-promotional film for
Stairs and special constructions:

2

GARAN

1

6

•
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SPECIAL FEATURES – CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

■ Technically tested, modular construction system
■ High production depth
■ Experienced design engineers
■ 3D CAD constructions
■ 	Integration of our products in workshop and
factory plans
■ Static calculation and optimisation
■ 	Visualisation and technical illustration as well as
documentation
euroline develops and constructs parts, modules and entire
systems freely in accordance with your requirements, as a
package solution or also as a stand-alone service.

■ High flexibility, every system can be optionally extended
■ Compliance with relevant standards and regulations
Capable of meeting any requirement – with highly flexible
solutions! Individual or standard - We are glad to do it for
you!

An excerpt from the modular structure system

Height adjustment for
various working heights

Pluggable handrails
for various demands

Lateral podium extension for
working with gap clearance zero

Transversal extension for the
highest possible stability

Step versions
Standard step width 600/800/1000 mm

Aluminium ridged
R10
Step depth:
177 mm and
240 mm

Deeply grooved
aluminium,
transverse
grooves with
drainage

Aluminium grid
R13
Step depth:
240 mm

Aluminium
perforated sheet
R13
Step depth:
270 mm

Steel grid
R12
Step depth:
240 mm

Steel perforated
sheet R13
Step depth:
250 mm

Step depth:
240/320 mm
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SCAFFOLDING DESIGNS

Driver restraint systems

Barriers

Self-closing • Fit to door opening •
With adjustable closing force • Easy to exchange

Self-closing •
Preferably for narrow areas

Safety door

Modular railings

Self-closing • With adjustable closing force • Can be
combined with on-site safety technology • Lockable

With or without fixed foot rail •
Quickly remove single elements

Fixed railings

Folding railings

Folding and extendable railings

Expand with additional modules •
Add perforated sheet metal (as tool
wall) or Plexiglass panels

Easy to lock and unlock using
locking pins

Can be used as variable fall
protection • Swivelling and
extendable
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SCAFFOLDING DESIGNS

Swivelling railings
For fall protection around on-site work surfaces (such as the roofs of buses or trains) • Optionally available with
lowering foot rail • As protection against falling tools • Can be adapted to the contour of the surface

Movable connection railings
For roofing platforms • Operate from one side • Serve as fall protection at the entrance and exit of the working
platform • Can be moved in the direction of the platform if desired • Can have folding side elements to serve as an
access restriction • With lowering foot railing
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STATIONARY ROOF WORKING PLATFORM

Stationary roof working platforms
Stationary work platforms shorten set-up times and offer the best
possible safety
■ Modular system with a large number of available combinations and
extensions
■ Custom control and safety queries, and can be connected to an
overhead line
■C
 an be supplied with air / power and lighting according to customer
requirements
■ Infinitely adjustable extensions can eliminate gaps for any vehicle shape
and contour
■ Always with contact strip on the extension for impact protection
■C
 ombined with steel base structure, either elevated, as console,
or suspended from the warehouse structure
■ Extensions either electric or movable using manual crank
Additional available features:
■ Emergency ladders (if necessary), swivelling or locking access steps
■ Movable connection railings with or without lowering foot railings
■ Controllers can use touch pad or panel

■ Developed for final assembly and maintenance of buses and railway vehicles
■ Custom

contours and platform heights according to customer requirements
■ Interior or exterior stairs
■ Fixed or height-adjustable working platforms
■A
 luminium or steel supporting structure (hot-dip galvanised or painted)
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CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Project example

Standards and Regulations

A large transportation company was planning a modern rooftop workstation
for a new workshop that would be equipped to take on future demands.

Production in accordance with DIN
EN 14122 and Machinery Directive
2006/42/EG incl. CE designation

Customised equipment
■ 	Supporting console structure
developed with the customer to
move freely below mobile wheel
lift system
■ T
 he connection railings can be
moved freely along the length of
the rooftop workstation, allowing
for flexible use between single
and articulated buses
■ 	Extensions are controlled via
touch pad

Task
The company needs a rooftop workstation with electrical extensions for a new
construction.
Having the most possible open space under the rooftop workstation was important to the customer, as well as ensuring the best use of its approx. 50 m long
warehouse. The customer needed to be able to drive different combinations
of vehicles from its fleet into the rooftop work area. Vehicles might arrive in
different sequences, including both 2 axle vehicles and articulated buses.

■ 	Economical and high-quality,
significantly reducing set-up
times with maximum work
safety
■ 	The workstation can be set up
at the touch of a button and
gaps eliminated thanks to our
contour adjustments

Technical data
■ D
 ouble-sided console design, 50 m long with 9 electric extensions with
linear drives, contact strips, and control via button or touch pad
■ 6 connecting railings, freely movable and height adjustable
■ 4 sets of access stairs with self-closing swing doors
■ Handrail can be inserted on the extension elements

3D animation:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KEcdCZ2-4Gs

Scope of the order
■ On-site advising
■ 	Preparation of a full offer,
creation of design drawings,
circuit diagrams and structural
calculations. Preparation of a
risk assessment as part of the
CE designation
■ On site assembly
■ 	Handover and training for
employees, incl. documentation
■ 	Consistent support including
maintenance and statutory
inspections of the system, with
quick and reliable replacement
parts delivery
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RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Project example: Rail
1

1
1. F ixed roof working platforms with a total length
of 115 m, complete enclosure of the train roof for
achieving the highest working safety without any
risk of falling down

Scope
1. F ixed roof working platform
with an overall length of 115
m, complete enclosure of the
train roof for achieving the
highest working safety without any risk of falling down

Task

Standards and Regulations

■ New construction of a railway
repair shop fully equipped with
accessing technology products

All structures are manufactured
in compliance with the applicable
DIN EN ISO 14122 and in compliance with the regulations of the
Quality Management System as
per DIN EN ISO 9001:2008.

■ Various parts of rail vehicles
should be lifted, and for that
purpose, stationary and mobile
access technology products are
required

Individually-tailored equipment
Safety feature of fixed roof
working platforms

Safety details mobile
Roof working platforms

■ Consisting of two platforms, and
Securing the train roof on all sides
they can be connected and fixed
with the aid of:
to each other, thus forming one
■ Additional walkable securedplatform
single platform, and they can also
on the opposite side, in order to be
be used as two separate flexible
secured from falling on both sides
platforms
■ Pluggable front handrail in order
■ The ascent takes place via stairsto be secured from falling in the
which can be coupled or decoufront in case the train lengths are
pled when not needed , thus
varying
saving space
■ The handrails can be folded and
■C
 onnection to the administrativethus used as a safety cage when
office (7)
working on roofs
■ Access possibility via 3 fixed steps,
■
Connections to electric and
each secured with a self-closing
pneumatic
systems
safety door in order to prevent
falling down on the stairway
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2. M
 obile roof working platform
for flexible use on other tracks
3. M
 obile front working
platform for safe work in
front and top areas
4. M
 obile lateral working
platform to be used in the
lower lateral area
5. M
 obile entry aids with rubber bumper guards 10 pieces
for safe ascent on top of the
train, can be used on any position in the workshop
6. T
 rack boards, 2 pieces for safe
crossing of the track pits
7. C
 onnection to the
administrative office

Scope of the order
■ Size measurement by ourconstruction engineers
■T
 echnical clarification and
structure
■P
 roduction, delivery and
assembly
■ Approval
■ Instruction and training for
theemployees
■ Technical documentation

RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

2
2. Mobile roof working platforms for flexible
use on other tracks

3
3. Mobile front working platform for safeworks in
front and top areas

5
5. Mobile entry aids with rubber bumper guards,
10 pieces for safe ascent on top of the train, can
be used on any position in the workshop

4
4. M
 obile lateral working platform to be used
in the lower lateral area

7

6
6. Track bridge, 2 pieces for safe crossing
of the track pits

7. Connection to the administrative office

2
4

3

5
6
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RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Rail vehicles
■ 	Individual and tailored special solutions in accordance with yourspecifications for safe works on large vehicles
■ 	Perfect adjustment to special forms and contours of vehicles
(gap bridging)
■ Electric or mechanical adjustment of heights and lateral parts
■ Bumper guards for protecting the vehicle from damages

Mobile roof working platforms with
height adjustment - for comfortable
and quick installation

Mobile servicing platforms, versatile and capable of being expanded
thanks to our modular system

3D animation:
http://youtu.be/wpzdR8-5LUk?list=
UU8PsLtG9eBabuXWlKjHF7QA
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Access technology solutions with height
adjustment and tailored according to
your demands, precisely designed to
meet your application demands

Professional installation for flexible and safe
servicing with gap = zero; height adjustment
with lateral extension and attachable
platform

RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Mobile working platform
Two-part working platform for
more flexibility, can also be used
as single platforms
■ Can be connected laterally or
in the front via quick-release
fasteners
■ Stairs that can be connected on
one side,one-side fixed ladder
as a climbing aid
■ Front handrail which can
be attached as a protection
against falling down when
used as an individual platform
■ Every platform has its own
electric height adjustment

Mobile working platform
For maintenance and installation
works on many different vehicle
parts
■ You can quickly and safely
reach different working heights
thanks to additional podiums
■ Handrail can be plugged on the
open side
■ Safety chain for ensuring working safety at any height
■ Flap doors on both
staircases
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RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Stationary roof working platforms
Designed for two tracks while one track remains in operation and thus under voltage as well, people can carry out
the works on the other track
■ Two staircases separated from each other
■ Working platform divided with a separating wall
■ Electrical fuse for the door on the staircase

Mobile roof working platform
Mobile roof working platforms which can be
interconnected for various applications
■ Can be interconnected laterally or in the front
■ With height adjustment with multi-purpose stairs
■ Lateral extension for working with gap „zero“
■ Circumferential bumper guard in order to protect the
vehicle hull
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RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Mobile front working platform
In U-shape, particularly suitable
for insertion of washers
■ Removable welding curtain
■ Access via a swing door
■ Rubber band for as a collision
protection

Mobile front working platform
Can be used in all works in the front area
■ Height adjustment via gear racks
■ Safety chain on the ascent
■ Multi-functional stairs fitted to match
the angle of the height adjustment

17

RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

		

Stationary rooftop workstation for maintaining air conditioning systems and other rooftop work
Fully elevated across the length of a train, with folding
access staircase.
At the platform staircase with safety doors. Work platforms suspended from the ceiling at the front and rear.
■ Front and rear folding platforms with impact
protection to ensure zero gap
■ Simple catwalk in the centre with railings on both sides
■ Each work platform with front folding railing as
protection for safe work

0011

D

D

°52
2973

0214

9502

°54

Rooftop
railing system
lebrukdnaH
0663

lebrukdnaH

59971

As fall protection for maintaining a logistics company‘s
0006 available in over 0575
0575 locomotive. Little space
electric
100-year-old engine shed

,742

5,742

oP

10

.veR
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436

005

008

005
2745

0524

503

■ Manually extendable railing system on the sides
■ Access via a stairwell with landing
■ Almost zero gap with the roof of the locomotive thanks
to extendable
229 transition platform

RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Rooftop work station with steel grate flooring
After the renovation of an existing building, a rooftop work station was installed for working on a wide variety of
rail vehicles. The customer selected a steel grate flooring to match the operator’s new lighting concept.
■ DIN EN 14122 and Machinery Directive 2006/42/EG incl. CE designation
■ Electrical extensions on one side with impact protection and contact strip
■ Across from horizontally adjustable fall protection railings
■ Height-adjustable connection railings on the front, operable on one side

Mobile elevating working platform
The customer needed multiple mobile maintenance platforms for a variety of tram cars for Europe‘s largest signal
tower. They needed to be universally usable and offer a
relatively narrow design due to the narrow space available
between the tracks.
■ To counteract tilting torque, the body was weighted
down with counterweights
■ Mechanical height adjustment using gear rack
■ Access via vario stairwell
■ Platform overlap and impact protection on platform
and supports on one broad side
■ S wivelling protective cage with lowering foot rail to
protect against falling tools

19

RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Mobile ascent
Standing protection thanks to the
Halfen rail embedded in the hall floor
■ Platform with an additional manual
extension for safe ascent
■ Protection from falling on the podium protrusion
■ Safety chain on the ascent

Mobile supply platform
For comfortable transfer of goods to
the catering
■ Podium for gab bridging foldable
in the front
■ Protection thanks to the Halfen
rail embedded in the hall floor
■ Handrails on both sides for
maximum safety

20

RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS
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RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

ce 1924

Cassette platform for contour adaptation
Custom-fit maintenance of the front
side of a rail car
The cassettes are extended up to
the vehicle hull with a gap „zero“
and millimetre accuracy, so that for
instance, no tool cannot fall through
the gap during work. Furthermore,
this also protects the vehicle hull.
The cassettes are automatically
locked after extension and can only
be retracted again once they have
been released manually. In this way
it is prevented that the cassette
accidentally retracts during the work
and thus causes a damage for the
worker to stumble and fall.
Access technology products
constructed in this way can also
be quickly and cost-effectively
relocated to another plant due to
their modular structure: The system
is autonomous,

Working platform with height adjustment for safe
climb to different heights

Overview of your advantages:
■ Safe, comfortable and cost-effective train maintenance
■ Adaptation with pinpoint accuracy
to most various rail cars
■ Individually custom-fit individual
components
■ Easy expansion possible
■ Can be moved quickly and costeffectively

Animation on YouTube:

2 way running gear – Flexible application:

On normal hall floor and...

not firmly connected to the hall
construction and easy to be moved
thanks to light aluminium - the key
word here is „convertible plant“.
The modules can also be expanded
very easily, since reversible screw
connections are used instead of
welded joints.
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You can find more information directly
on our YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rO55STSJbmw

… on the tracks

RAIL VEHICLES - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Pit covers
■ 	Simple insertion between the tracks
■ 	Lateral fastening with quick- release
levers on the tracks
■ Plug-in handrails

Plug-in handrails

Bracket for
handrails

Pit covers
For complete covering of a pit of about
21 metres
■ 	Consisting of several elements for
flexible opening of the pit
■ 	Including the transport trolley for easy
stowage of elements when the pit is
open

Track Bridge Variant 1

1

■ Deliverable in all track widths
■ 	Plastic rails for easy placing between
the tracks
■ 	The handrails can be either fixed or
attachable, as selected

Track Bridge Variant 2
As a safe bridge and emergency walkway
in case of emergency
■ 	Lateral fastening with quickrelease levers between the tracks
■ 	With white anti-slip plate fixed on the
2 hall floor

2
Fastening:
Pins

Aluminium bulb plate
Colour: RAL 1023
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INDUSTRY - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Project example: Industry

Cost-effective & flexible
■ Individually tailored to the conditions of the site
■ Can be expanded thanks to modular structure

Task
Welding tables for maintenance or repair works in the production plant of a well-known German carmaker equipped
with accessing paths. In the fully automated production, up
to three different bodyworks variants are stretched across
the CNC-controlled welding tables.
Maintenance and repair of the clamping devices was severely hampered here due to the fact that certain positions
were hard to reach. The accessing paths have to be integrated in the production and be easy to move around or
also, to be fixed in place.

Standards and Regulations
Individually-tailored equipment
■ 	An access has to be realised on both sides of the table
which would be as cost-effective to use as possible
■ 	An electronically-controlled monitoring of the parking
position for the purpose of a safe elimination of collision risk (1)

■ Compliance with the Automotive Quality Standard

Safe & ergonomic

■ 	Hand brake with a dead man‘s
switch which has to be actuated
in order to safely change the
position of the platform

■ High working safety thanks to electronically-secured parking position

■ 	Forced guidance with the aid
of the track system and variedly
mobile sub-segments
(mobile/foldable)

■ Practical brake lever for moving the track-bound
podium trolley

Technical data

Scope of the order

■ Podium with ridged
aluminium podium
flooring

■ 	Size measurement by our
construction engineers

■ Track podiums coated
with grid and
ridged sheets
■ 4 fixed castors per each
podium trolley
■ Various podium sizes
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■ Manufactured in compliance with DIN EN ISO 14122 in
accordance with the QMS as per DIN EN ISO 9001:2008

■ 	Technical clarification and
construction
■ 	Production, delivery and
assembly
■ 	Test runs and collision tests
■ Technical documentation

■ Improved tilt stability thanks to the increasing of
the own weight with the aid of an additional ballast

■ Special warning skirting boards increase the safety
(the handrails are currently not in use due to interfering contours when the robot is in operation)

INDUSTRY - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Nr. XXXX
Industry
■ 	Demand-oriented construction solutions in
accordance with your individual requirements
■ 	Modular system made of specially developed
aluminium profiles for an unlimited versatility
of technical solutions for accessing as well as all
assembly and maintenance works
■ 	Working safety –
implemented in a cost-effective
and efficient manner
User-friendly walkway surfaces structures increase the
comfort in your logistic warehouse
Structures
made by
specialists with
accurate contour
adaptation for
a danger-free
work at heights

Reliable
scaffolding
enables the safe
access to
impassable <
systems

Space-sparing
and adjusted
solutions for
your manufacturing plants

Functional and flexible
structures for places
which are hard to reach

25

INDUSTRY - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Mobile platform stairs
Working platform with comfortable access via multi-functional stairs for podium heights between 1.80 - 2.80 m
■ Height adjustment via gear racks
■ Additional foldable podium made of ridged sheet
in the front
■A
 n expendable handrail and a foldable handrail for
ensuring the safety from falling during work

Mobile elevating working platform
In U-shape, consisting of three individual platforms for
working without any risk of falling down
■ Space-saving access via three attachable ladders
■ Parking position for sliding ladders on all three platforms
■ Height adjustment via gear racks
■ Podium extension for gap „zero“
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Working platforms and access ladder
Platform attached to the roof
■ Mobile access ladders with height
adjustment
■ Both podiums can be coupled with an
access ladder
■ Circumferential fixed handrail with a
special recess for the conveyor technology

Stationary servicing podium
Custom-fit podium with a staircase
■ A handrail attachment which can be
inserted on the machine side and
equipped with reach-through protection
■ Self-locking cabinets in front of the
staircase
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Stationary working platform for ergonomic work
Ergonomic workstation, standard conformity inspection
according to EN 14122 by an independent inspection
organisation, CE designation
■	Double extendable platforms, can be extended without
gaps on both sides up to 1000 mm
■ Ergonomically aligned with folding platforms and
height-adjustable railings on the extending platforms
■ Operated using a control panel which also controls the
electrically driven transition

Mobile elevating working platform
Flexible, mobile lifting workstation with electrical vertical
adjustment.
■ New height adjustment system with lift cylinders
■ Electrically configure the right working height via
pushbutton
■M
 uch more efficient work thanks to greatly reduced
set-up times
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Production bridge
Expansion of a large bakery, compliance with
occupational safety requirements, and optimising
efficiency of work processes.
■	Protective panels to knee bar to ensure no objects fall
into the equipment
■	No need to walk around equipment through the giant
warehouse thanks to safe paths for transversing
conveyor belts
■	Customised solution for the intended purpose.
Additions and component exchanges can be completed
quickly and inexpensively at any time thanks to the
euroline modular system

Bridges
25 bridges were planned and implemented for a newly
constructed logistics centre for maintenance and traffic
routes

2788

1100

■	Modular system created with the developer, adapted to
the different requirements
■ All structures manufactured in compliance with the
applicable DIN EN ISO 14122 and internal group
standards and requirements
■ Cost-efficient implementation with modular designs

870
950

155

dest- und Stufenbelag in Alu gerieft
euroline GmbH Friedrich Schlichte
Neubrunnenweg 5
D-31812 Bad Pyrmont
Tel. 0 52 81 / 9 32 04 0
Fax 0 52 81 / 9 32 04 22
info@euroline-leitern.de

Datum

Name

Maßstab

1:35

Material
Abmessung

Vanderlande

Gewicht

252.31 Kg
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Production bridge
In half-timbered production plant with a total
capacity of 300 kg for a bridge length of 7.5 m
(self-supporting)
■ Optimised efficiency of the workflows and
working safety achieved at the same time

Walkway surface system
Enables safe and quick access to machines and
systems in a large-scale production line
■ Accurate custom-fit production with individual
components from our modular system
■ Accesses consisting of fixed stairs and stairs that
can be folded thanks to a pneumatic spring
■ Handrail with full filling as an additional
protective device
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RAIL VEHICLES
UTILITY
VEHICLES
- CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC
- CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS

Project example
Elevating working platform as a fixed roof working
structure, with height and lateral adjustment

Cost-effective & flexible
■ 	Reduction of setting-up time thanks to adjustment
to various vehicle types with the aid of height and
lateral adjustment
■ C
 an be adapted and expanded with the aid of
euroline-modular system
■ A
 dapted to match the conditions on site and
integrated in the production flow

Safe & ergonomic

Task
Setup of a new production hall of a manufacturer of
vehicle superstructures with a roof working podium for
assembly purposes.
The construction details for the flexible production
dock should be tailored to meet the individual requirements of the everyday workshop routine - to various
lengths and heights of lorries and to the specific
requirements of the work at various heights.

■ An enclosed walkway is obtained by having the
podium in the U-shape with partial fixed handrails
■ T
 he podium extension with bumper guards enables
a safe work with gap „zero“ and consequently, there
is no interim space between the platform and the
lorry, which increases the working safety because
neither the tools nor the material can fall down
■ 	Safe and quick access with the tools and material
via two staircases located outside

Standards and Regulations
All structures are manufactured in compliance with the
applicable DIN EN ISO 14122 and in compliance with the
regulations of the Quality Management System as per
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008.

Technical data
■ 	Length: 9360 mm
per side
■ L ateral extension
Width: 800 – 1100 mm
 eight: adjustable, within
■ H
1800 - 2800 mm range

Individually-tailored equipment
■ 	In the front: Foldable bridge in the front, in order
to work on the vehicles in the flow production
■ 	In the rear: Mobile working platforms in the front
in order to ensure a swift adjustment of the maintenance situation to various vehicle lengths
■ 	Mechanic vertical adjustment via gear racks in order
to reach various vehicle heights with low setting up
times; the access takes place via multi-purpose stairs
which have a height adjustment themselves
■ M
 echanical horizontal extension along the longitudinal side with bumper guards, in order to prevent
damaging the vehicle
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■ P
 latform floor:
Aluminium ridged

Scope of the order
■ 	Dimensioning, technical clarification and
construction
■ 	Installation, delivery
and assembly of the
roof working podium
■ 	Test run and instruction
of the employees
■ 	Technical
documentation

UTILITY
VEHICLES
- CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC
RAIL
VEHICLES
- CUSTOMER-SPECIFICSOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS

Utility vehicles
■ 	Reliable and proven quality: Our mobile and stationary elevating working platforms for all kinds
of utility vehicles
■ 	Working platform from our comprehensive
modular system for accessing, production, retrofitting and maintenance of utility vehicles
■ 	Perfect contour adjustment / gap bridging

For comfortable access to most various heights the multi-functional stairs

All-in-one solutions:
For any demand

Versatile: Working platforms
with interim podium

Quick and guaranteed to be
safe: Servicing platform with
central retainers

Solid housing:
With handrail which can be
extended outwards, as an
additional protection

Stable roof working podiums
for cost-effective and safe
maintenance works at a
height; individually adjustable
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Mobile roof working platform
Protruding podium for bridging the gaps when
climbing to the roof
■ Safe work on the roof thanks to the handrail
which can be extended outwards
■ Rubber band for as a collision protection
■ Central retainers for efficient work

Mobile roof and lateral working platform
Appropriate for roof and lateral works
thanks to an additional platform
■ Height adjustment via gear racks
■ Flexible: Can be attached to the side or front of
the vehicle
■ Work safely on the roof thanks to the handrail
which can be extended outwards
■ Space-saving access via three attachable ladders
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Mobile roof working platform
For maintenance of the air-conditioning
system on various types of buses
■ Height adjustment via gear racks
■ Space-saving access via three attachable ladders
■ Safety chain on the podium entrance

Mobile front and lateral working platform
For works on various
vehicles, individually adjustable
■ Height adjustment via gear racks
■ Self-locking U-shaped door
■ Telescopic cross members with spindle
legs with the same unevenness
■ Space-saving access via attachable
ladders
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Project example

Scope of the order

We manufactured a working platform for installing roof spoilers for a truck
manufacturer. The working platforms needed to be designed so that one
platform could be used to work on a variety of different truck models and at
different heights.

■ On-site advising
■	Preparation of a full offer,
creation of design drawings,
pneumatic plan and independent certification according
to the Machinery Directive
and CE designation

Occupational safety was the key consideration here. The customer needed
to achieve zero gaps at any working height.

■ On site assembly
■	Handover and training
for employees,
incl. documentation
■	Consistent support including
maintenance and statutory
inspections of the system, with
quick and reliable replacement
parts delivery

Technical data
■M
 obile pneumatic heightadjustable working platform with
compressed air and centralised
lock, side and cassette extensions
with control unit using deadman
switch

Standards and Regulations
■	Production in accordance with
DIN EN 14122 and Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EG incl. CE

Task

■	Designation and acceptance
by DEKRA

Since the customer only used air as a medium in its production, we needed to
design a concept using pneumatic lifting columns and extensions. All assemblies
such as the body, platform lift, side extensions, and even contour adjustment in
the rear area of the driver cab are moved pneumatically back and forth. Stability for heights between 2 - 3 m and friction-free contact with the new vehicles
were key considerations. We manufactured a working platform for installing
roof spoilers for a truck manufacturer. The working platforms needed to be
designed so that one platform could be used to work on a variety of different
truck models and at different heights. Occupational safety was the key consideration here. The customer needed to achieve zero gaps at any working height.
34°
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Individually-tailored
equipment
Our modules were efficiently
combined with components
from established manufacturers
of compressed air systems.

2200

2400

361

The working platform offers
a CE designation and DEKRA
acceptance.

3800

2306-2706
2540

In addition, a cargo elevator is
integrated and handles material
loads of up to 40kg.

1000

83

2400

142

1724

The working platform is designed
to achieve excellent structural
stability and for flexible use with
any truck model.

416

400

416

1500
500

Konstruktion in Anlehnung an
DIN EN ISO 14122.
Schrittfolge entspricht nicht der
DIN EN ISO 14122.
euroline GmbH Friedrich Schlichte

euroline GmbH Friedrich Schlichte
Neubrunnenweg 5
D-31812 Bad Pyrmont
Tel. 0 52 81 / 9 32 04 0
Fax 0 52 81 / 9 32 04 22
info@euroline-leitern.de
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Datum
Bearb. 22.01.2018
Gepr.
Norm

Name
OS

Maßstab

1:20

Gewicht

Bestellnr.:
Rev.

Freigabezeichnung
36-2083-1-1.1

Revision

Blatt
1

Name
OS

Maßstab

1:20

Beschreibung

Datum Name

Datei 36-2083-1-1.1

Gewicht

817,78 Kg

Material
Abmessung

Spoiler Bridge

Schutzvermerk ISO 16016 beachten!

Podest- und Stufenbelag in Alu gerieft

Spoiler Bridge
Z.-Nr.:

Datum
Bearb. 22.01.2018
Gepr.
Norm

817,78 Kg

Material
Abmessung

Schutzvermerk ISO 16016 beachten!

Bestellnr.:

Neubrunnenweg 5
D-31812 Bad Pyrmont
Tel. 0 52 81 / 9 32 04 0
Fax 0 52 81 / 9 32 04 22
info@euroline-leitern.de

Konstruktion in Anlehnung an
DIN EN ISO 14122.
Schrittfolge entspricht nicht der
DIN EN ISO 14122.

Podest- und Stufenbelag in Alu gerieft

Z.-Nr.:

36-2083-1-1.1

IN ERSTELLUNG
Revision

Blatt
2
Bl.

2
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Standard tanker ladder STL
3

1

2

Figure no.

Item no.

Designation

5190209

Basic model, 2-part sliding ladder
with handrails on both sides,
including the podium with 600
mm long, with height adjustment
via a cable winch, great working
safety thanks to handrails on
both sides and double protective
cabinets

Height
adjustment:
2800 – 4000 mm

5190250

Standard running gear with
rigid cross member, which can
be extended with the aid of 2
swivel castors below the ascent
and 2 fixed castors below the
chassis beam - depending on the
manufacturer

2120 x 1860 mm

2

5190251

Running gear with telescopic
cross member for safe standing,
mobile thanks to 2 swivel castors
and 2 fixed castors - depending
on the manufacturer

We offer you free selection of the handrail and
running gear variants.

Retracted cross
member:
2150 x 1100 mm
Extended cross
member:
2150 x 2000 mm

3

5190252

ø = 1500 mm

Do you have any special requirements?
We will be glad to advise you.

Handrail round,
made of aluminium pipe
ø = 40 mm

3

5190253

Handrail, rectangle,
made of aluminium pipe
ø = 40 mm

1500 x 2000 mm

· Flexibility
· High working safety
· Simple handling

1

The standard tanker ladder STL optimises your
workflows when refilling, cleaning or checking the
tank cars and tankers and ensures a safe climbing
and accessing.
Tanker ladder can be used among other thins,
in petrochemical or food industry. The basic
structure consists of a two-part sliding ladder the
height of which can be adjusted with the aid of a
cable winch. A climbing podium with circumferential protective handrails ensures optimum safety.

2

Dimensions

One variant of the running gear and one variant of the handrail
must be selected for each basic model.
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Stationary roof working platforms
Double-sided 21 meter system in
new construction of a bus depot
■ Comfortable access via 4 stairs located
outside
■ Partial plug-in handrail
■ Electric podium extension for gap
„zero“

Stationary roof working platforms
One-side, 18 metre long system for the
new setup of a municipal transportation
company
■ 4 podium elements with mechanical
podium extension for gap „zero“
■ Fixed handrail on one front and one
long side
■ Fixed ladder as an emergency access
with self-locking safety door
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AVIATION - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Project example

Cost-effective, flexible and safe

For safe, accurate and cost-effective work on aircrafts.
Working platforms which can be coupled for efficient aircraft
maintenance, can be rolled and is very flexible when used

■ 	Splitting into two separate platforms provides
many advantages, the working platforms can be
flexibly connected to each other, either along the
longitudinal or along the transversal side. In this
way the platforms can be used in another way, such
as for example, laterally on the fuselage (1) on the
front side or on the landing gear of an aircraft
■ 	Thanks to the modular design, the expansions can
be added at any time, which makes the working
space more universal and mobile. Always meeting
the requirements of the highest occupational safety
■ 	Even when the space provided is limited, they can
be used comfortably, because the platforms you can
divide are not bulky

Standards and regulations
■ DIN EN 1915
- Section 1 Basic Safety Requirements
- Section 2 Safety when standing and strength requirements
■ DIN EN 12312 Air and ground transport
- Section 8 Servicing stairs and platforms
■ BGV C 10
1

Task
Working platform for servicing on the exterior power
train of a Boeing 747. The entire structure has to be
applicable universally and mobile thanks to rollers.
Customer‘s wish is a workplace made of two parts,
because in this way he can easily reach various light
heights of the power train, depending on the charging
state or the level of fuel, without having to deal with
annoying handrails of the platform. The platform parts
should be quickly extended to reach the power train,
and still remain firmly connected to one another.

Individually-tailored equipment
■ 	Handrail elements of equal sizes, all replaceable by
one another
■ 	Plug-in safety doors on the staircase suspension,
self-locking
■ 	Working platform can be extended both along the
longitudinal and the transversal side, which enables
the implementation of other works such as those on
aircraft fuselage (1)
■ 	The coupling rods and stairs always remain on top
of the platform (storage support)
 nti-slip podium floor made of plywood boards for
■ A
as comfortable work even when kneeling, as possible
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Technical data
■ 2x rectangular podiums
which can be connected
to each other along the
longitudinal and transversal sides
■P
 odium length 8000 mm
podium width 3200 mm
podium height 1500 mm
■ Individual dimensions
and areas of up to 50 m²
possible without any
additional expense

Scope of the order
■ Dimensioning and
technical clarification
■ Installation, delivery
and assembly of the
roof working podium
■ Test run and instruction
of the employees
■ Technical
documentation

AVIATION - CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Aviation
■ 	Equipment, working platforms and docking systems
for airplanes, helicopters and aerospace technology
■ 	Cost-efficient and user-friendly working platforms tailored to suit your individual need
■ 	High-quality aluminium constructions:
Servicing docks, access stairs for the run-up, access
technology, tail dock and working platforms

High-quality and flexible floor maintenance and
access systems for the air transport

Comfortable handrail structure with technically practical folding function

Servicing platforms for many
kinds of application in the
hangar

3D animation:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=sEStwsOuZ7Q

Working platforms with height
adjustment for the efficient
maintenance of the aircraft

Climb up safely: euroline is
certified as per DIN EN ISO
9001-2008 and ensures that
its production complies with
the relevant standards and
regulations
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Mobile working platform
For maintenance works on the aircraft
fuselage and as an access to various service hatches
■ Height adjustment via gear racks
■ Suspension device for sliding ladders
on the podium
■ Compressed air and 230 V connectors
on the podium
■ Comfortable access via multi-purpose
stairs

Mobile working platform
■ Reduction of interfering contours:
Handrails can sink downwards, for
various application types
■ S teps made of aluminium -Steps
made of perforated sheets for the
purpose of weight reduction
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Mobile working platforms
■ Flexible for use:
For maintenance works and as
an ascent
■ Collision protection around the
podium in order to protect the
aircraft from damages

Mobile working platforms
11 meter long construction for varnishing
the parts of the aircraft
■ Handrails on the outer side which can be
inserted all the way up to the work piece
■ Left and right, on each servicing platform
can be rolled and coupled as an ascent
■R
 unning surface made of steel grid in order to
prevent residues on the running surface
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Mobile working platform
For maintenance works on aircraft fuselage and
on jet engines
■ Can be flexibly coupled in longitudinal
and transversal
■P
 lug-in safety handrails
■ Universally applicable, can be rolled
■ Comfortable work on the 51 m² large
platform
■P
 lywood boards as podium floor for
comfortable work even when kneeling

Working platform with scaffold
Can be combined in many ways
■ S caffold stairs located inside for safe climbing
■ Laterally attachable platforms with
bumper guards
■ Handrails which can be extended
■C
 onnection of scaffold towers via
walkways
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Hydraulic, adjustable height maintenance platform
A quick adjustable height access platform. Universal use offering working
height adjustable from above with specialised “Alu-Aviation flooring” providing
good slip protection and drainage. This makes it modular and easy to de-ice.
■ Cost-effective, flexible and safe
■ DIN EN 1915
- Section 1 Basic Safety Requirements
- Section 2 Safety when standing and strength requirements
- BGV C10
■ Our access systems for hangars and airport ramps can be used as stairways for access doors on pax doors,
cargo doors, for maintenance work on engines, or in the tail area

Mobile helicopter platform
We designed a rapidly deployable maintenance unit for complex helicopter maintenance work.
It can be used universally to work on the main rotor, engine, or tail rotor.
The customer needed functions light height adjustment and handling to be as simple as possible.
■
■
■
■
■

Universally usable on any helicopter independent of landing ear, with or without emergency floats
Height adjustment using gear rack
Vario stairs
Supports height-adjustable from the outside
Contact edges with wear-resistant impact protection
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Mobile working platforms for maintaining the Satcom system
Users can quickly arrange two facing mobile
platforms beside the aeroplane. These platforms
can be used to reach the top area of the fuselage
quickly and safely. Access needed to be provided
to the largest possible working area around the
antenna.
■ Large, closed working platform with
swivelling and locking fall protection
under the fuselage
■ Both platforms can be quickly and easily
locked together under the fuselage, further
increasing structural stability.
Securely latching struts on the body for
platforms with connections resistant to
pushing and pulling
■ The swivelling protective railings can be
folded out over the aeroplane from both
working platforms and connected.
Thanks to their design, these can be used
on the Satcom system fuselage of the
aeroplane almost independent of its fuel
level
■ Compliance with the following standards:
DIN EN 1915, DIN EN 12312 Aviation and
ground equipment and BGV C 10
■ Height-adjustable feet for levelling
■ Self-closing swing doors on the entrance
■ Wear-resistant impact protection on the
platform and supports ensures that the
aeroplane can’t be damaged and platforms
can moved up to the aeroplane with zero gap

View 1 with access stairs
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View 2

Maßstab
Material
Abmessung

1:60

Gewicht

Zero gap
Kg
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Ask your problem solver a question:
Simply jot down the basic parameters of your requirement and we will provide you with an individually tailored offer for
your access technology solution.

I would like to have a visit of your sales representatives on site

Your contact data:
Company:
Contact person:

Mr / Mrs

Address:
Phone:
E-Mail:

Dimensions: (it is also sufficient when you dimension your drawing!)
Total height max.:
Podium height:
Light height:
End-to-end width:
Light width:
End-to-end length:

Functions:
Stationary 				
or 				
Mobile
Vertical adjustment		
Adjustment range from
With struts
or

Horizontal adjustment
Adjustment range from

Manual
Adjustment
to
to

Without struts

Load/effective load		

kg

Handrail can be inserted
Central retainers

Step and platform floor:
Aluminium ridged 		

Deeply grooved aluminium, transverse grooves with drainage

Steel grid		

Steel perforated sheet

Aluminium grid		

Aluminium perforated sheet
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Electric
Adjustment

CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Ask your problem solver a question:
One small drawing says more than one large written explanation?
Go ahead and enter as many important dimensions as possible:

Short description, intended use, functions, special features

The direct path to our contact
form:
https://www.euroline-leitern.de/
kundenspezifische-loesungen-247
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Proven standards

Our standards include

The euroline standard programme of aluminium
constructions comprises a large range of stairs,
bridges, podiums, scaffolds and many more. Our
access technology is of high quality and not so
expensive at all. Nevertheless, we never rest on our
laurels: Thanks to continuous work of our engineers
on development, technical innovations are constantly
included in the standard programme.

■ Aluminium stairs for individual solutions
■ A
 luminium podium stairs for safely reaching raised
floors, doors and such
■ 	Mobile and stationary bridges made of aluminium
for obstacles of any type
■ A
 luminium servicing platforms as a safe and
flexible tool
■ A
 luminium ascent for the mobile access
■ 	Mobile podium stairs made of aluminium to be used
as a climbing aid in any area
■ 	Weather-resistant scaffolds for ice removal,
for many decades of maintenance or cleaning
of large vehicles

Product information
■ 	Extruded aluminium profiles of great tensile
strength
■ 	Total load bearing capacity 300 kg
(greater load bearing capacity on demand)
■ Surface load bearing capacity 150 kg/m²
(greater load bearing capacity on demand)
■ 	Maximum load bearing capacity of the steps
150 kg
■ 	Fixed or attachable handrails made of
aluminium pipe (Ø = 40 mm)
■ 	Podium handrail height 1100 mm including
skirting board and knee rail
■ 	Stair handrail with 45° inclination including
knee rail, for 60° without knee rail
■ 	A climbing angle of 45° should be preferred for
safety reasons
■ 	Larger platforms, other handrail variants and
special dimensions will be manufactured on your
request!
■ 	The manufacturing is carried out in compliance
with DIN EN IS0 14122

•

E • GA
TI

5

NTIE •
RA

GARAN

Easy, quick and simple
assembly thanks to
preassembled modules.

G JAHRE E
A
TI
RAN
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euroline-promotional film for
Stairs and special structures:
http://youtu.be/uskWBOlqZ38?list=UU8PsLtG9eBabuXWlKjHF7QA

STAIRS, BRIDGES AND PLATFORMS

No. 510 Stairs

WORK line

■ Aluminium stairs for
individual solutions

■ 	Delivered in pre-assembled
modules

■	Delivery scope includes
one stair handrail (second
handrail against payment
of a surcharge)

■ 	Not standardised as per
DIN 1055 and DIN 18065
(Stairs in Residential
Buildings)

■ 	Stair handrail with 45°
inclination with knee rail,
for 60° without knee rail

■ 	Starting from an access
height of 500 mm as well
as an air gap > 180 mm
between the structure and
on-site object, according
to DIN EN ISO 14122, a
handrail has to be inserted
on the respective side

■ 	Stairs above can be equipped with support brackets
or front side fastening bar
on request
■ 	Stairs below with 2 floor
fastening brackets
Item no.
Quantity
Steps
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Angle of climb 45°
Vertical
height E (mm)
up to
880
1100
1320
1540
1760
1980
2200
2420
2640
2860
3080
3300
3520
3740
3960

Approx. reach
D (mm)
to
1014
1234
1454
1674
1894
2114
2334
2554
2774
2994
3214
3434
3654
3874
4094

Angle of climb 60°
Vertical
height E (mm)
bis
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500
2750
3000
3250
3500
3750
4000
4250
4500

Approx. reach
D (mm)
tp
687
832
976
1120
1265
1409
1553
1698
1842
1986
2131
2275
2419
2564
2708

Step versions
The step widths 600/800/1000 mm available in following step models:

Aluminium ridged
R10
Step depth: 177 mm
and 240 mm

 eeply grooved aluD
minium, transverse
grooves with drainage
Step depth: 240/320 mm

Aluminium grid
R13
Step depth:
240 mm

Aluminium perforated sheet R13
Step depth:
270 mm

Steel grid
R12
Step depth:
240 mm

Steel perforated
sheet R13
Step depth:
250 mm

Do you have any questions?
We will be gladly at your disposal from Monday to Friday in the period between 7:30 AM and 4:30 PM
at the telephone number 05281 / 9320436 oder -42.
Contact form: https://www.euroline-leitern.de/anfrageformular-treppe-510-238

FAST DELIVERY
We deliver all aluminium constructions
(catalogue products) in approximately
10 work days upon the order receipt.
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Nr. 511 Podium stairs

WORK line

■ 	Aluminium podium stairs for
safely reaching the raised floors,
doors and such
■ 	Delivery scope includes 1 stair /
podium handrail
■ 	The second stair / podium handrail as well as a front side handrail
against payment of an additional
charge
■ 	Stair handrail with 45° inclination
with knee rail, for 60° without
knee rail
■ 	Podium handrail (height 1100 mm)
including skirting board and knee rail
■ 	Podium stairs above with fastening bar
■ 	Podium stairs below with 2 floor
fastening brackets

Item no.
Quantity
Steps
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

■ 	Standard podium length 720 mm
■ 	Podium length and width can be
extended
■ 	Exit can be either on the left or on
the right or in the front, as selected
■ 	Triangle cantilever (without fastening materials) for wall-side lining,
deliverable with various step widths
■ 	Delivered in pre-assembled modules
■ 	Not permitted as per DIN
1055 and DIN 18065 (Stairs in
Residential Buildings)
■ 	Starting from an access height of
500 mm and an air gap > 180 mm
between the structure and
on-site object, according to DIN
EN ISO 14122, a handrail has to be
inserted on the respective side

Angle of climb 45°
Vertical height E
(mm) up to
880
1100
1320
1540
1760
1980
2200
2420
2640
2860
3080
3300
3520
3740
3960

Angle of climb 60°

Approximate reach D
(mm) up to
1584
1804
2024
2244
2464
2684
2904
3124
3344
3564
3784
4004
4224
4444
4664

Vertical height E
(mm) up to
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500
2750
3000
3250
3500
3750
4000
4250
4500

Approximate reach D
(mm) up to
1257
1402
1546
1690
1835
1979
2123
2268
2412
2556
2701
2845
2989
3134
3278

Step versions
The step widths 600/800/1000 mm available in following step models:

Aluminium ridged
R10
Step depth: 177 mm
and 240 mm

 eeply grooved aluD
minium, transverse
grooves with drainage
Step depth: 240/320 mm

Aluminium grid
R13
Step depth:
240 mm

Aluminium perforated sheet R13
Step depth:
270 mm

Steel grid
R12
Step depth:
240 mm

Steel perforated
sheet R13
Step depth:
250 mm

Do you have any questions?
We will be gladly at your disposal from Monday to Friday in the period between
7:30 AM and 4:30 PM at the telephone number 05281 / 9320436 or -42.
			

Contact form:

			https://www.euroline-leitern.de/
anfrageformular-podesttreppe-511-239
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FAST DELIVERY
We deliver all aluminium constructions
(catalogue products) in approximately
10 work days upon the order receipt.

STAIRS, BRIDGES AND PLATFORMS

No. 512 Bridge, mobile or stationary

WORK line

■	Aluminium bridges for obstacles
of any type
■ 	Delivery scope includes 1 stair /
podium handrail
■ The second stair / podium
handrail as well as a front side
handrail against payment of an
additional charge
■ 	Stair handrail with 45°
inclination with knee rail, for 60°
without knee rail
■	Podium handrail height 1100 mm
including skirting board and
knee rail
■	Stationary version with 8 fastening brackets below (2 per rail)
■	Deliverable as mobile version
with 2 cross beams and 4 rollers
Ø = 160 mm
■ Standard podium length 720 mm
■	Podium length and width can be
extended
■	Delivered in pre-assembled
modules
■ 	Starting from an access height of
500 mm as well as an an air gap
> 180 mm between the structure
and on-site object, according to
DIN EN ISO 14122, a handrail has to
be inserted on the respective side

Item no.
Quantity
steps
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Angle of climb 45°

Angle of climb 60°

Light height, inner I
Approx. reach
[Vertical height E]
D (mm)
(mm) up to
up to
845 [880]
2348
1065 [1100]
2788
1285 [1320]
3228
1505 [1540]
3668
1725 [1760]
4108
1945 [1980]
4548
2165 [2200]
4988
Light length, top (H) = 390 mm

Light height, inner I
Approx. reach
[Vertical height E]
D (mm)
(mm) up to
up to
965 [1000]
1774
1215 [1250]
2063
1465 [1500]
2352
1715 [1750]
2640
1965 [2000]
2929
2215 [2250]
3218
2465 [2500]
3506
Light length (H) = 440 mm

Step versions
The step widths 600/800/1000 mm available in following step models:

Aluminium ridged
R10
Step depth: 177 mm
and 240 mm

 eeply grooved aluD
minium, transverse
grooves with drainage
Step depth: 240/320 mm

Aluminium grid
R13
Step depth:
240 mm

Aluminium perforated sheet R13
Step depth:
270 mm

Steel grid
R12
Step depth:
240 mm

Do you have any questions?

Contact form for mobile bridges:

We will be gladly at your disposal from Monday to
Friday in the period between 7:30 AM and 4:30 PM
at the telephone number 05281 / 9320436 or -42.

 ttps://www.euroline-leitern.de/
h
anfrageformular-uebergang-mobil-512-240

FAST DELIVERY
We deliver all aluminium constructions
(catalogue products) in approximately
10 work days upon the order receipt.

Steel perforated
sheet R13
Step depth:
250 mm

Contact form for stationary bridges:
https://www.euroline-leitern.de/
anfrageformular-uebergang-stationaer-512-241
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STAIRS, BRIDGES AND PLATFORMS

No. 513 Servicing platforms

WORK line

■	Aluminium servicing
platforms as a safe and
flexible too
■ For all kinds of application
■	Delivered with 2 stair and
3 podium handrails
■ 	Stair handrail with 45°
inclination with knee rail,
for 60° without knee rail
■	Podium handrail (height
1100 mm) including skirting board and knee rail
■	2 swivel castors Ø = 125
mm with retainers on the
ascending part

■	Running gear on the
supporting part
■	Standard podium length
720 mm Podium length
and width can be
extended
■	Delivered in pre-assembled
modules
■ 	Starting from an access
height of 500 mm as well
as an air gap > 180 mm
between the structure and
on-site object, according
to DIN EN ISO a handrail
has to be inserted on the
respective side

■	2 swivel castors Ø = 160
mm with retainers on the
supporting part
Item no.
Quantity
Steps
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Angle of climb 45°
Vertical
height E (mm)
up to
880
1100
1320
1540
1760
1980
2200
2420
2640
2860
3080
3300
3520
3740
3960

Approx. reach
D (mm)
up to
1634
1854
2074
2294
2514
2734
2954
3174
3394
3614
3834
4054
4274
4494
4714

Angle of climb 60°
Vertical
height E (mm)
up to
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500
2750
3000
3250
3500
3750
4000
4250
4500

Approx. reach
D (mm)
up to
1307
1452
1596
1740
1885
2029
2173
2318
2462
2606
2751
2895
3039
3184
3328

Central retainer
Can be interior or
exterior, as selected
Item no. 5139000

Step versions
The step widths 600/800/1000 mm available in following step models:

Aluminium ridged
R10
Step depth: 177 mm
and 240 mm

 eeply grooved aluD
minium, transverse
grooves with drainage
Step depth: 240/320 mm

Aluminium grid
R13
Step depth:
240 mm

Aluminium perforated sheet R13
Step depth:
270 mm

Steel grid
R12
Step depth:
240 mm

Steel perforated
sheet R13
Step depth:
250 mm

Do you have any questions?
We will be gladly at your disposal from Monday to Friday in the period between
7:30 AM and 4:30 PM at the telephone number 05281 / 9320436 or -42.
			

Contact form:

			https://www.euroline-leitern.de/
anfrageformular-wartungsbuehne-513-242
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FAST DELIVERY
We deliver all aluminium constructions
(catalogue products) in approximately
10 work days upon the order receipt.

STAIRS, BRIDGES AND PLATFORMS

No. 514 Ascent
■ Aluminium ascent
■ Standard podium length 720 mm
■ Podium length and width
can be extended
■ 2 castors Ø = 150 mm with retainers
on the supporting part
■ Delivered in pre-assembled modules
■ S tair, podium and front part handrail (height 1100 mm) including
skirting board and knee raile
■ 	Staring from an access height of
500 mm as well as an air gap > 180
mm between the construction and
on-site object, according to DIN
EN ISO 14122, a handrail has to be
inserted on the respective side
■ 	No handrails are included
in the delivery

Item no.
Quantity
Steps

02
03
04
05

Angle of climb 45°
Light height,
inner I
[vertical
height E]
(mm) up to
440
660
880
1100

Approx. reach
D (mm)
up to

1154
1354
1554
1754

Step versions
The step widths 600/800/1000 mm available in following step models:

Aluminium ridged
R10
Step depth: 177 mm
and 240 mm

 eeply grooved aluD
minium, transverse
grooves with drainage
Step depth: 240/320 mm

Aluminium grid
R13
Step depth:
240 mm

Aluminium perforated sheet R13
Step depth:
270 mm

Steel grid
R12
Step depth:
240 mm

Steel perforated
sheet R13
Step depth:
250 mm

Do you have any questions?
We will be gladly at your disposal from Monday to Friday in the period between
7:30 AM and 4:30 PM at the telephone number 05281 / 9320436 or -42.
			

Contact form:

			https://www.euroline-leitern.de/
anfrageformular-anstieg-514-45-grad-243

FAST DELIVERY
We deliver all aluminium constructions
(catalogue products) in approximately
10 work days upon the order receipt.
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OVERVIEW DIMENSIONS
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First and foremost, one assumes that the works
are carried out at the eye level, e.g. with a drilling
machine. This means: The standing height + 2.00 m
(if we assume an average height of people) results
in the working height. The standing height is in
compliance with the standards and regulations in
all our product descriptions.

Scaffold height

Working height

The selection of the appropriate ladder is always
based on the circumstances and the required/
intended working height.

Working height

Standing height, working height

ALUMINIUM LADDERS

PREMIUM line

Countless variants of ladders made of aluminium are
used today for all kinds of functions. We have been
permanently developing new technical features that
improve the working safety and the ergonomics.

Product information
The ladders are equipped with anti-slip, trapezium-shaped, ribbed,
32 mm deep rungs (1) They are slightly angled and installed in the
stiles, so that a horizontal stepping surface can be obtained when
the ladders are put into position. In this way the ladder provides
more comfort and an additional protection against slipping. The
trapezium-shaped rungs are firmly connected to the stile by
multiple stretches and a high quality flanging.
The PREMIUM line stepladders (2) are provided with high-strength
flanging which connects 80 mm deep, profiled steps and stile for
a safe climb, as well as fatigue-proof standing surface, and the
distance between steps is 250 mm.

Stable brackets and
attachments with safety
screw connections (M8)

Special plug-in hooks (screwed)
with large supporting surface
on the rung and reliable safety
hooks; all multi-purpose ladders
and sliding ladders can be
extended from one rung to
the next

Wall running rollers for easy
sliding of sliding ladders

1

Particularly tear-resistant
safety tension belts for an
additional stabilisation of
the ladder

2

Particularly high-quality,
slide-proof rubber pads
installed and fixed on the
stile

Accessories
A large
selection of
matching
accessories
helps during
the works of
any kind.
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ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 307 Aluminium 3-part multi-purpose ladder

PREMIUM line
■ 	Upper part can be individually used
as a leaning ladder to size 10
■ Connectors available from size 11
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles with corrugation for extremely high
stability
1

■ 	Wall running rollers starting from 3 x 10
■ 	Two additional safety brackets starting
from size 8
■ 	Wide cross member for safe standing
(1) Rungs with 32 mm horizontal stepping
surface for safe and fatigue-free standing,
distance between rungs is 280 mm
(2) Special plug-in hooks (screwed) with
large supporting surface on the rung and
2 reliable safety hooks

2

Item no:
3071106 3072108 3074109 3076110 3076111 3076112 3076113 3076114
Number of rungs
3x6
3x8
3x9
3x10
3x11
3x12
3x13
3x14
Length when extended (m)
4,10
5,80
6,10
7,15
7,75
8,30
8,60
9,95
Length when not
1,81
2,36
2,63
2,94
3,24
3,48
3,76
4,01
extended (m)
Working height (m)
5,30
7,00
7,30
8,10
8,95
9,50
9,80
11,45
Vertical height (m)
3,85
5,45
5,80
6,50
7,30
7,80
8,10
9,60
Length as a stepladder
2,91
4,03
4,32
4,89
5,49
5,94
6,18
6,78
with attachment (m)
Cross member width (m)
0,85
1,00
1,00
1,20
1,20
1,20
1,20
1,35
Connectors
X
X
X
X

with upper part
in stair position
As a stepladder

available up to size 10
Mounting for stair position
Item no: 4990141. Illustration with accessories
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As a stepladder with
attached sliding part

As a stepladder
available up to size 10

As a push-up ladder

ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 30778 Aluminium 3-part rolling* multi-purpose ladder

PREMIUM line

ROLL line

■ 	Upper part can be individually used as a leaning ladder to size 10
■ 	Connectors available from size 11
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles with corrugation for
extremely high stability
■ 	Wall running rollers starting from 3 x 10
■ 	Two additional safety brackets starting from size 8
■ 	Wide cross member for safe standing

1
(1) Rungs with 32 mm horizontal stepping surface for safe and
fatigue-free standing, distance
between rungs is 280 mm

2
(2) Special plug-in hooks
(screwed) with large supporting
surface on the rung and reliable
safety hooks

Item no:
3077806 3077808 3077809 3077810 3077811 3077812 3077813 3077814
Number of rungs
3x6
3x8
3x9
3x10
3x11
3x12
3x13
3x14
Length when extended (m)
4,10
5,80
6,10
7,15
7,75
8,30
8,60
9,95
Length when not
1,81
2,36
2,63
2,94
3,24
3,48
3,76
4,01
extended (m)
Working height (m)
5,30
7,00
7,30
8,10
8,95
9,50
9,80
11,45
Vertical height (m)
3,85
5,45
5,80
6,50
7,30
7,80
8,10
9,60
Length as a stepladder
2,91
4,03
4,32
4,89
5,49
5,94
6,18
6,78
with attachment (m)
Cross member width (m)
0,85
1,00
1,00
1,20
1,20
1,20
1,20
1,35
Connectors
X
X
X
X

In transport position
Cross member can be rolled *

Back-friendly, ergonomic Transport via
cross member which can be rolled

Can also be rolled when used
as a stepladder with the sliding
part attached

- Back-friendly, ergonomic transport
- Can be moved around easily and quickly
- Quickly and safely from point A to point B
Can also be ordered individually, for subsequent assembly!
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ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 302 Aluminium 2-part push-up ladder

PREMIUM line
■ 	Top and bottom part up to size 10 can be used individually as leaning ladders
■ 	Connectors available from size 12
■ Extruded rung profile with strong profile for improved slip protection
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles with corrugation
for extremely high stability
■ 2 wall rollers starting from size 12
■ 	Wide cross member for safe standing
from size 8

Rungs with 32 mm horizontal stepping
surface for safe and fatigue-free standing,
distance between rungs is 280 mm
Item no:
Number of rungs
Length when extended (m)
Length when not
extended (m)
Working height (m)
Vertical height (m)
Cross member width (m)
Connectors

with traverse from size 8

3021106
2x6
2,95

3028808
2x8
4,10

3028810
2x10
4,95

3028812
2x12
6,05

3028814
2x14
7,20

3029814*
2x14
7,20

3028816
2x16
8,30

3029816*
2x16
8,30

3028817
2x17
8,55

3028818
2x18
9,40

3029818*
2x18
9,40

3028820
2x20
10,25

3028822
2x22
11,35

1,80

2,36

2,93

3,55

4,10

4,10

4,67

4,67

4,93

5,46

5,46

5,72

6,28

4,15
2,80

5,30
3,85
0,85

6,15
4,65
0,85

7,25
5,70
1,00
X

8,40
6,85
1,20
X

8,40
6,85
1,20
X

9,50
7,80
1,20
X

9,50
7,80
1,20
X

9,75
8,00
1,20
X

10,60
8,85
1,35
X

10,60
8,85
1,35
X

11,45
9,65
1,35
X

12,55
10,70
1,35
X

* Reinforced version

No. 312 Aluminium 2-part rope-operated ladder

PREMIUM line
■ 	Rungs with 32 mm horizontal stepping surface for safe and
fatigue-free standing, distance between rungs is 280 mm
■ 	Extruded rung profile with strong profile for improved slip
protection
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles with corrugation
for extremely high stability
■ 	Wide cross member for safe standing

Can be extended from rung to rung with a
rope (Ø = 12mm); spring-loaded pawls across
the entire surface

Item no:
Number of rungs
Length when extended (m)
Length when not
extended (m)
Working height (m)
Vertical height (m)
Cross member width (m)
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3128815 3128816 3128817 3128818 3128820 3128822 3128824 3128826
2x15
2x16
2x17
2x18
2x20
2x22
2x24
2x26
7,50
8,35
8,65
9,40
10,25
11,35
11,75
12,80
4,41

4,69

4,98

5,20

5,72

6,31

6,89

7,43

8,95
7,30
1,20

9,50
7,80
1,20

9,75
8,05
1,20

10,60
8,85
1,35

11,45
9,65
1,35

12,55
10,70
1,35

13,70
10,95
1,35

14,80
12,60
1,35

ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 301 Aluminium single ladder with rungs

PREMIUM line
■ 	Rungs with 32 mm horizontal stepping surface for safe and
fatigue-free standing, distance between rungs is 280 mm
■ 	Extruded rung profile with strong profile for improved slip
protection
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles
with corrugation for extremely high stability

width
Outer m
0,41

without
traverse up to size 10

Item no:
3011106 3011108 3011110 3018812 3018814 3018816 3018818 3018820 3018822 3018824 3018826
Number of rungs
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
Ladder length (m)
1,80
2,40
2,95
3,50
4,05
4,60
5,20
5,75
6,30
6,85
7,40
Working height (m) 3,00
3,60
4,15
4,70
5,25
5,80
6,40
6,95
7,50
8,05
8,60
Vertical ladder
1,70
2,30
2,80
3,30
3,80
4,35
4,90
5,40
5,95
6,45
6,95
height (m)
Reach (m)
0,65
0,85
1,05
1,20
1,40
1,60
1,80
2,00
2,15
2,35
2,55
Outer width (m)
0,41
0,41
0,41
0,41
0,41
0,41
0,41
0,41
0,41
0,41
0,41
Cross member
0,85
0,85
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,20
1,20
1,20
width (m)

with traverse from size 12

No. 30177 Aluminium single ladder with steps

PREMIUM line
■ 	Steps with 80 mm horizontal stepping surface for safe and
fatigue-free standing, distance between steps is 250 mm
■ 	Extruded step profile with strong profile for improved slip
protection
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles with corrugation
for extremely high stability

Ladder end
with stacking rubber
Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Vertical ladder height (m)
Reach (m)
Outer width (m)
Cross member width (m)

3017706
6
1,64
2,85
1,55
0,60
0,38

3017707
7
1,89
3,10
1,80
0,65
0,38

3017708
8
2,14
3,35
2,00
0,75
0,38

without
traverse up to size 10

3017710
10
2,46
3,85
2,50
0,95
0,38

3017812
12
3,14
4,35
3,00
1,10
0,38
0,85

3017815
15
3,89
5,10
3,65
1,35
0,38
0,85

3017818
18
4,65
5,85
4,40
1,60
0,38
0,85
with traverse from size 12
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No. 30182 Aluminium shelf ladder
with aluminium steps, attachable

PREMIUM line
■ 	80 mm deep, ribbed steps with permanent
connection to the stile
■	Upper end with 2 stile hooks and
2 locking hooks Ø = 60 mm

Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Vertical suspended height (m)
Reach (m)

3018206
6
1,70
2,80
1,60
0,60

3018208
8
2,20
3,30
2,05
0,75

3018210
10
2,70
3,80
2,55
0,95

3018212
12
3,20
4,30
3,00
1,10

3018214
14
3,70
4,80
3,50
1,30

3018216
16
4,20
5,30
3,95
1,45

3018218
18
4,70
5,80
4,40
1,60

3018318

No. 30183 Aluminium shelf ladder, mobile

PREMIUM line
■ 	80 mm deep, ribbed steps with permanent
connection to the stile
■ Anti-slip ladder base below
■ Bottom end with self-locking braking rollers Ø = 80 mm
■ Quiet running gear on the top end
■ Ladders can be attached on the shelf vertically

Item no:
Number of steps
Working height
up to approx. (m)
Vertical suspended height (m)
Reach (m)
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3018306

3018308

3018310

3018312

3018314

3018316

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

2,80

3,30

3,80

4,30

4,80

5,30

5,80

1,92
0,78

2,39
0,95

2,86
1,12

3,33
1,29

3,80
1,46

4,27
1,63

4,74
1,80

ALUMINIUM LADDERS

Light metal pipe

Guide wheel assembly

Ø = 30 mm, 3000 mm long

2 pieces necessary

Item no: 4998200

Item no: 4998205

Anodised
Item no: 4998201

Light metal pipe with fastener
(with end stop on the right
and left)

Holder
End stop on the right
Item no. 4998203

End stop on the left
Item no. 4998204

Interim fastener
1 piece required for
each meter of pipe
Item no. 4998202
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No. 31601 Aluminium multi-purpose foldable ladders

PREMIUM line
■ 	Can be extended from rung to rung up to the
double height
■ 	Locking via robust adjustment handles
■ 	Very compact when the stepladder is folded for
transportation
■ Simple and absolutely safe height adjustment
■ 	Joint locking mechanism can be comfortably
released by pulling the joint cap outward
■ Safety joints snap in automatically

Safety joint for
aluminium multipurpose ladder
No. 31601 + 31621
■ No risk of slipping

■ Smoothly-operating mechanical systems

■ Self-locking
■ 	Comfortable
Operation
Item no:
Number of rungs
Length as a leaning ladder (m)
Vertical height as a stepladder (m)
Reach as a stepladder (m)
Bottom width (m)
Transportation size (m)

3160103
4x3
2,95
1,45
0,70
0,49
0,95 x 0,50 x 0,22

3160104
4x4
4,05
1,95
0,90
0,56
1,25 x 0,57 x 0,22

3160105
4x5
5,20
2,50
1,05
0,62
1,52 x 0,64 x 0,22

3160106
4x6
6,30
3,05
1,25
0,70
1,80 x 0,70 x 0,22

Application examples 316
■ Optimal for any demand
■ 	Full functionality range in any size

As stepladder with
extension rail
(accessory)
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As a stepladder

As leaning ladder

ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 31621 Aluminium multi-purpose ladder with rollers

PREMIUM line
■ 	Can be extended from rung to rung up to
the double height
■ Locking via robust adjustment handles
■ 	Very compact when the stepladder is folded
for transportation
■ 	Simple and absolutely safe height adjustment
■ 	Joint locking mechanism can be comfortably
released by pulling the joint cap outward
■ Safety joints snap in automatically

Wheel set for
transportation

■ Smoothly-operating mechanical systems

■ Ergonomic
■ Easily moved around
Item no:
Number of rungs
Length as a leaning ladder (m)
Vertical height as a stepladder (m)
Reach as a stepladder (m)
Bottom width (m)
Transportation (m)

3162103
4x3
2,95
1,45
0,70
0,49
0,95 x 0,50 x 0,29

Accessory
Cross member

3162104
4x4
4,05
1,95
0,90
0,56
1,25 x 0,57 x 0,29

3162105
4x5
5,20
2,50
1,05
0,62
1,52 x 0,64 x 0,29

3162106
4x6
6,30
3,05
1,25
0,70
1,80 x 0,70 x 0,29

The aluminium multi-purpose folding ladder
made by euroline

Item no: 3160008

You can find more details and
information about our aluminium
multi-purpose folding ladder on our
YouTube channel.
Rail extension
djustment range
400 mm, stepless
regulation
Item no: 3160011

Wheelset for
subsequent
assembly
Item no: 3160010

Get acquainted with many
other innovative euroline access
technology solutions on our YouTube
channel: www.youtube.com/user/
EurolineLeitern
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ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 304 Aluminium folding ladder

PREMIUM line

■ 	Anti-slip, ribbed
30 x 30 mm thick
rectangular rungs
■ 	Can be used in
various ways
■ Can be folded

■ Accessory
Scaffold planks for folding ladder
4x3; Length 1.44 m
Item no: 3041103

Scaffold planks for folding ladder
4x4; Length 2.00 m
Item no: 3041104

Handrails
for folding ladder 4x3 and 4x4;
Length 2.00 m
Item no: 3041201

Item no:
Number of rungs
Length as the leaning ladder (m)
Vertical height as a stepladder (m)
Vertical height as a scaffold (m)
Cross member width (m)
Transportation size (m)

3040103
4x3
3,60
1,80
0,98
0,75
0,76x1,01x0,27

3040104
4x4*
4,75
2,40
1,25
0,75
0,76x1,29x0,27

* Application as working scaffold and leaning
ladder with wall support not permitted

No. 317 Aluminium folding ladder

PREMIUM line
■ 	Can be used as standing or leaning ladder
■ 	Anti-slip, ribbed, 30 x 30 mm strong
rectangular rungs
■ 	Side rail made of extruded aluminium
profiles with corrugation for extremely
high stability

Wide cross member
for safe standing
Item no:
Number of rungs
Length as the leaning ladder (m)
Vertical height as a stepladder (m)
Cross member width (m)
Transportation size (m)
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3170104
2x4
2,38
1,18
0,75
1,24x0,76x0,14

3170105
2x5
2,94
1,45
0,75
1,51x0,76x0,14

3170106
2x6
3,50
1,72
0,75
1,80x0,76x0,14

3170108
2x8
4,62
2,25
0,75
2,36x0,76x0,14

ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 305 Aluminium stepladder with rungs

PREMIUM line
■ 	Rungs with 32 mm horizontal stepping surface for safe and fatigue-free
standing, distance between rungs is 280 mm
■ 	Extruded rung profile with strong profile for improved
slip protection
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles with
corrugation for extremely high stability
■ 	Rung angle towards the stile reinforcement
starting from size 2 x 7
Premium rubber bumper
provides more supporting
surface for even safer
standing

Item no:
3051104 3051105 3051106 3051107 3051108 3051110 3051112 3055114 3055116 3055118
Number of
2x4
2x5
2x6
2x7
2x8
2 x 10
2 x 12
2 x 14
2 x 16
2 x 18
rungs
Ladder length (m) 1,12
1,49
1,78
2,05
2,33
2,90
3,45
4,02
4,57
5,17
Working
2,40
2,65
2,90
3,20
3,45
3,95
4,55
5,10
5,65
6,20
height (m)
Ladder
1,14
1,40
1,68
1,95
2,23
2,77
3,31
3,95
4,45
4,94
height (m)
Reach (m)
0,94
1,06
1,26
1,42
1,60
1,83
2,17
2,55
2,58
3,08
Bottom
0,50
0,52
0,56
0,58
0,62
0,67
0,74
0,79
0,85
0,92
width (m)

No. 30576 Aluminium stepladder for stairs

PREMIUM line
■ 	Rungs with 32 mm horizontal stepping surface for safe
and fatigue-free standing, distance between rungs is
280 mm
■ 	Extruded rung profile with strong profile for improved
slip protection
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles with
ribs for extreme stability
■ 	Rung angle towards the rail reinforcement starting
from size 2 x 7
4 steplessly adjustable stile
extensions which can be easily
and quickly locked by star grips
Item no:
Number of rungs
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Vertical ladder height (m)
Reach (m)
Bottom width (m)
Adjustment range of climbing side (m)
Adjustment range of supporting side (m)

3057605
2x5
1,48
2,65
1,41
1,13
0,56
0,40
0,75

3057606
2x6
1,76
2,90
1,69
1,23
0,59
0,40
1,05

3057607
2x7
2,04
3,20
1,95
1,42
0,62
0,40
1,30

3057608
2x8
2,33
3,45
2,24
1,59
0,65
0,40
1,60
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No. 30577 Aluminium stepladder

PREMIUM line
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles with
corrugation for extremely high stability
■ 	Extruded step profile with strong
profile for improved slip protection
1

(1) S teps with 80 mm horizontal stepping
surface for safe and fatigue-free standing,
distance between steps is 250 mm

2

(2) P
 remium rubber bumper ensures more
supporting surface for even safer standing
Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Vertical ladder height (m)
Reach (m)
Bottom width (m)

3057702
2x2
0,52
2,30
0,46
0,49
0,38

3057703
2x3
0,77
2,50
0,70
0,65
0,47

3057704
2x4
1,01
2,75
1,00
0,86
0,50

3057705
2x5
1,26
2,95
1,17
0,89
0,53

3057706
2x6
1,52
3,20
1,41
1,15
0,56

3057707
2x7
1,76
3,40
1,65
1,31
0,59

3057708
2x8
2,00
3,65
1,88
1,46
0,62

No. 30573 Aluminium stepladder with spring rollers and retainers

PREMIUM line
■ 	Product details the same as for Item No.: 30577

1

(1) Four spring rollers mounted for simple
moving around

2

(2) Two retainers mounted as per 2
specifications for additional safety
Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Vertical ladder height (m)
Reach (m)
Bottom width (m)
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3057303
2x3
0,75
2,50
0,71
0,70
0,60

3057304
2x4
1,00
2,75
0,96
0,85
0,64

3057305
2x5
1,25
2,95
1,16
1,00
0,67

3057306
2x6
1,50
3,20
1,41
1,15
0,70

3057307
2x7
1,75
3,40
1,61
1,30
0,73

3057308
2x8
2,00
3,65
1,86
1,45
0,76

3057710
2 x 10
2,50
4,10
2,36
1,76
0,68

3057712
2 x 12
3,01
4,55
2,84
2,09
0,74

3057714
2 x 14
3,49
5,10
3,35
2,41
0,80

ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 32577 Aluminium stepladder and safety bridge

PREMIUM line
■ 	Steps with 80 mm horizontal stepping
surface for safe and fatigue-free standing,
distance between steps is 250 mm
■ Anti-slip standing podium
■ 	Stiles made of extruded aluminium profiles
with ribs for extreme stability

1

■ 	Particularly tear-resistant safety tension
belts for additional stabilisation of the
ladder starting from size 6
■ High safety bracket
(1) Tool storage tray

2

(2) Premium rubber bumper ensures more
supporting surface for even safer standing
Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Platform / podium height (m)
Reach (m)
Bottom width (m)

3257703
3
1,43
2,55
0,75
0,72
0,47

3257704
4
1,68
2,75
0,95
0,87
0,49

3257705
5
1,92
3,00
1,20
1,00
0,52

3257706
6
2,18
3,20
1,40
1,18
0,56

3257707
7
2,44
3,45
1,65
1,33
0,58

3257708
8
2,70
3,65
1,85
1,46
0,62

3257710
10
3,20
4,10
2,30
1,76
0,67

No. 30581 Aluminium stepladder, wide, double-sided access

PREMIUM line
■ 	Steps with 80 mm horizontal stepping surface for safe and
fatigue-free standing, distance between steps is 250 mm
■ 	Simple one-hand operation thanks to scissor binders with
Connecting rod

Upper standing surface 500x400 mm
for comfortable and safe standing
Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Vertical ladder height (m)
Reach (m)
Bottom width (m)

3058102
2x2
0,47
0,46
0,67
0,54

3058103
2x3
0,73
0,69
0,81
0,58

3058104
2x4
0,99
0,93
0,99
0,61
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No. 336 Aluminium working step

PREMIUM line
■ 	Large standing platform – 510x355 mm
■ 	240 mm deep steps for a safe ascent and descent
■ 	Comfortable 45° angle of climb
■ 	Steps made of aluminium, anti-slip, ridged
■ Delivered as pre-assembled components
Item no:
Steps
Working height (m)
Platform/podium height (m)

Accessories

3360002
2
1,90
0,40

3360003
3
2,10
0,60

3360004
4
2,30
0,80

3360005
5
2,50
1,00

ROLL line

(1) Transporting rolls for self-mounting (2 pieces)
For simple implementation of working steps
from A to B
Item no: 3360012
1
2

(2) Handrail for type 336
For better safety
Item no: 3360011

No. 839 Aluminium working platform, foldable

PREMIUM line
■ 	Large platform with enough space for 2 persons
■ 	Platform made of anti-slip corrugated sheet
■ 	Easy ascent via 80 mm deep steps
■ 	Can be folded simply for transportation and warehousing
■ 	Stable fittings with safety screws M8
■ Load bearing capacity up to 300 kg

Item no:
Working height (m)
Platform (m)
Platform height (m)
Transportation size (m)

8390000
2,10
1,71 x 0,42
0,63
1,88 x 0,58 x 0,20

Accessories
Handrail for workingplatforms
Provides additional safety.
Pipe diameter 35 mm
Item no: 8390001
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Can be folded simply for transportation and warehousing

ALUMINIUM LADDERS

No. 333 Aluminium Safety steps, folding, without bracket
■ Can be folded simply for transportation and
space-saving storage
■ Large steps
■ Non-slip plastic coating

Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Platform height (m)
Reach (m)
Transportation size (m)

3330002
1x2
0,86
0,44
0,55
0,82 x 0,55 x 0,14

3330003
1x3
1,27
0,66
0,83
1,11 x 0,56 x 0,14

No. 334 Aluminium Safety steps, folding, with bracket
■ With bracket and tool tray
■ Can be folded simply for transportation and space-saving storage
■ Large steps
■ Non-slip plastic coating
■ Transport wheels

Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Platform height (m)
Reach (m)
Transportation size (m)

3340003
1x3
1,27
0,66
0,83
1,11 x 0,56 x 0,14

3340004
1x4
1,50
0,88
1,13
1,41 x 0,58 x 0,14

3340005
1x5
1,72
1,10
1,45
1,70 x 0,61 x 0,14
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WOODEN LADDERS

No. 10504 Wooden standing ladder with rungs
With comfortably wide rungs and bucket hooks
By default equipped with tool storage tray*
Item no: 1990006.
Comfortably wide rungs
■ 50 mm wide standing surface
■E
 rgonomically installed in horizontal position
for standing without any fatigue
■ Anti-slip, ridged
■ Permanent interlocking by finger pins
Safety interlocking
■ Cylindrical finger pins
■ Long-life rail-rung connection
■ Proven a million times
■ Stable hardwood rung (50 x 25 mm)

* Industrial property right application

Item no:
Number of rungs
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Vertical ladder height (m)
Reach (m)
Bottom width (m)

1050403
2x3
0,93
2,10
0,87
0,78
0,44

1050404
2x4
1,20
2,35
1,12
0,95
0,47

1050405
2x5
1,45
2,60
1,37
1,12
0,50

No. 10503 Wooden stepladder
■ 	Rail and steps made of massive softwood free of knots
■ Clamping bolts
■ 	Belt as spreader safety

Item no:
1050303
Number of steps
2x3
Ladder length (m)
0,73
Working height (m)
1,90
Vertical
0,70
Ladder height (m)
Reach (m)
0,64
Bottom width (m)
0,42
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1050304
2x4
0,96
2,10

1050305
2x5
1,19
2,30

1050306
2x6
1,43
2,55

1050307
2x7
1,67
2,75

1050308
2x8
1,91
3,00

1050310
2 x 10
2,38
3,40

0,90

1,10

1,35

1,55

1,80

2,20

0,83
0,44

1,00
0,47

1,02
0,49

1,30
0,52

1,45
0,54

1,78
0,60

1050406
2x6
1,73
2,85
1,62
1,28
0,53

1050407
2x7
2,00
3,10
1,88
1,36
0,56

1050408
2x8
2,26
3,35
2,11
1,71
0,59

MOBILE SCAFFOLDS

Folding scaffold with articulated beams
Space-saving and
stable euroline
scaffolds in various variants.
■ 	Can be folded and rolled

Item no: Designation

9036075
9036150
9070180
9080180
9130180
9010125
9160000

9501/01

9507/01

Dimensions (m)
0,75 x1,80 0,75 x1,80
Vertical reach (m)
2,85
2,85
Handrail height (m)
1,85
1,85
Platform height (m)
0,85
0,85
6-rung framework
2
2
0,75 m
6-rung framework
–
–
1,50 m
Platform 1,80 m
1
–
Platform 1,80 m
–
1
with climb-through
Articulated girder
1
1
1,80 m
Swivel castors with
4
4
pins Ø = 125 mm
Cotter pin
4
4
Approximate weight
of scaffold without
40
40
ballast (kg)

9502/01

9508/01

1,50x1,80
2,85
1,85
0,85

1,50x1,80
2,85
1,85
0,85

–

–

2

2

2

1

–

1

1

1

4

4

4

4
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9507, 9508
Platform with climb-through
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Assembly

Accessories

Vertical reaches
of up to 3.60 m
are possible
thanks to handrail
attachments

Very large
working
surfaces can
be obtained
thanks to
additional
accessories
with two
folding
scaffolds

Item no: Designation

9032075
9032150
9040180
9160000

Dimensions (m)
Vertical reach (m)
Handrail height (m)
Platform height (m)
Front handrail 0,75 m
Front handrail 1,50 m
Horizontal 1,80 m
Cotter pins
Approximate weight
of scaffold without
ballast (kg)

9501/02

9507/02

9502/02

9508/02

0,75
3,60
2,85
1,60
2
–
3
4

0,75
3,60
2,85
1,60
2
–
3
4

1,50
3,60
2,85
1,60
–
2
3
4

1,50
3,60
2,85
1,60
–
2
3
4

13

13

16

16

Item no: Designation

9501/03

9507/03

9502/03

9508/03

0,75x1,80

0,75x1,80

1,50x1,80

1,50x1,80

Working width
1,95x1,80
9070180 Platform 1,80 m
1
9130000 Folding scaffold
2
connector
Approximate weight
of scaffold without
19
ballast (kg)

1,95x1,80
1

3,25x1,80
1

3,25x1,80
1

2

2

2

19

19

19

For folding scaffold
Dimensions (m)
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MOBILE PODIUMS AND PLATFORMS

No. 32677 Aluminium stepladder with large standing platform

WORK lineline
PREMIUM
■ 	Steps with 80 mm horizontal stepping surface
for safe and fatigue-free standing, distance
between steps is 250 mm
■ Including 2 handrails for self-insertion
■ 	Rolls Ø = 125mm for simple moving around
of the ladder
■ 	Side rail made of extruded aluminium profiles
with corrugation for extremely high stability
■ 	Particularly tear-resistant safety tension belts
for additional stabilisation of the ladder
starting from size 6
■ 2 additional bracing units as spreader safety

1

(1) L arge standing platform
480 x 415 mm for comfortable and safe standing

2

(2) Large storage tray
Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Platform / podium height (m)
Reach (m)
Bottom width (m)
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3267704
4
2,04
2,45
0,95
1,11
0,64

3267705
5
2,19
2,70
1,20
1,23
0,67

3267706
6
2,44
2,90
1,40
1,41
0,70

3267707
7
2,70
3,15
1,65
1,55
0,73

3267708
8
2,95
3,40
1,90
1,68
0,76

3267710
10
3,43
3,85
2,35
1,98
0,82

3267712
12
3,95
4,30
2,80
2,32
0,88

MOBILE PODIUMS AND PLATFORMS

No. 32777 Aluminium platform ladder, mobile, foldable

PREMIUM line
■ 	Large aluminium working platform 660 x 570 mm with
three-side platform handrail
■ 	Steps with 80 mm horizontal stepping surface for safe and
fatigue-free standing, distance between steps is 250 mm
■ 	Side rail made of extruded aluminium profiles with corrugation
for extremely high stability
■ With handrails on both sides
■ Large storage tray 480 x 200 mm, on top
■ 	2 Brake rollers Ø = 125 mm
for simple moving around of the ladder
Item no:
3277704 3277705 3277706 3277707 3277708 3277710 3277712 3277714
Number of steps
4
5
6
7
8
10
12
14
Ladder length (m)
2,57
2,82
3,07
3,32
3,57
4,07
4,57
5,07
Working height (m)
2,43
2,67
2,90
3,14
3,37
3,84
4,31
5,78
Platform height (m)
0,93
1,17
1,40
1,64
1,87
2,34
2,81
3,28
Platform size (m)
0,66 x 0,57 0,66 x 0,57 0,66 x 0,57 0,66 x 0,57 0,66 x 0,57 0,66 x 0,57 0,66 x 0,57 0,66 x 0,57
Height
1,93
2,17
2,40
2,64
2,87
3,34
3,81
4,28
Storage tray (m)
Ladder width (m)
0,70
0,70
0,70
0,70
0,70
0,70
0,70
0,70
Cross member
1,16
1,16
1,30
1,30
1,58
1,58
1,86
1,86
width (m)
Surface without
1,14 x 0,70 1,26 x 0,70 1,38 x 0,70 1,50 x 0,70 1,62 x 0,70 1,85 x 0,70 2,10 x 0,70 2,32 x 0,70
cross member (m)

No. 32778 Aluminium platform ladder, mobile, foldable

PREMIUM line
■ 	With narrow running gear instead of a cross
member, with ballast weights specially designed
to be used in narrow spaces
■ 	Product details the same as for Item No.: 32777

Item no:
Number of steps
Ladder length (m)
Working height (m)
Platform height (m)
Platform size (m)
Height of the
storage tray (m)
Ladder width (m)
Cross member width (m)
Surface
without cross member (m)

3277804
4
2,57
2,43
0,93
0,66 x 0,57

3277805
5
2,82
2,67
1,17
0,66 x 0,57

3277806
6
3,07
2,90
1,40
0,66 x 0,57

3277807
7
3,32
3,14
1,64
0,66 x 0,57

3277808
8
3,57
3,37
1,87
0,66 x 0,57

1,93

2,17

2,40

2,64

2,87

0,70
0,85

0,70
0,85

0,70
0,85

0,70
1,00

0,70
1,00

1,14 x 0,70

1,26 x 0,70

1,38 x 0,70

1,50 x 0,70

1,62 x 0,70
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MOBILE PODIUMS AND PLATFORMS

No. 51503 Mobile platform ladders, one-sided access with central locking mechanism*

PREMIUM line
Aluminium platform ladder, versatile,
for a safe and comfortable working place
■ 	Steps with a large standing surface of 180 mm
Step depth for a comfortable ascent and descent
■ 	Large standing platform 620 x 720 mm for safe standing
■ Podium handrail, standard Ø = 35 mm, height 1000 mm
■ 	Installation by a simple self-assembly with clear assembly
instructions - quick, safe and without any special tools
■ 	Narrow standing widths, ideal for approaching and works
on shelves
■ 	Chassis with 4 rollers

* Industrial property right application

New lifting technology - Move platform stairs ergonomically
and with little force
■ 	Press the lever to set the podium stairs in movable position,
allowing them to be steered and turned with little effort
■ 	Releasing the lever will automatically bring the platform ladder
into a stable original position
■ 	All 4 rails are in contact with the floor in initial position,
compensating for small irregularities in the floor. This ensures
increased protection against tilting when changing loads
■ 	Even easier to put to use, due to the fact that the castors are not
retained
■ 	Simple installation, since the central locking mechanism is
permanently connected to the body

Nr. 51503 Steps and platform: Aluminium ridged
Item no:
Steps
Total reach (mm)
Podium height (mm)
Lower rail width (mm)
Total width (mm)
Total weight (kg)
Working height (mm)
Surface area (m)

5150304
4
1360
955
870
940
38,9
2955
1,33x0,87

5150305
5
1550
1190
940
1010
42,6
3190
1,52x0,94

5150306
6
1720
1435
1020
1090
46,9
3435
1,69x1,02

5150307
7
1920
1670
1100
1170
51,8
3670
1,89x1,10

5150308
8
2080
1910
1160
1230
56,9
3910
2,05x1,16

Surcharge 1 Stair handrail, one-sided - (2 podium stairs are available from size 5!)
Size

Item no:

4

5+6

7+8

5990051

5990052

5990053

According to DIN EN 131-7, double-sided railings on access points to podium stairs are optional at an access angle of ≥ 60°.
Please order railings separately if needed.
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No. 51603 Mobile platform ladders, double-side access with central locking mechanism*

PREMIUM line
Aluminium platform ladder, versatile,
for a safe and comfortable working place
■ 	Steps with a large standing surface of 180 mm
Step depth for a comfortable ascent and descent
■ 	Large standing platform 620 x 720 mm for safe standing
■ Podium handrail, standard Ø = 35 mm, height 1000 mm
■ 	Installation by a simple self-assembly with clear assembly
instructions - quick, safe and without any special tools
■ 	Narrow standing widths, ideal for approaching and works
on shelves
■ 	Chassis with 4 rollers

* Industrial property right application

New lifting technology - Move platform stairs ergonomically
and with little force
■ 	Press the lever to set the podium stairs in movable position,
allowing them to be steered and turned with little effort
■ 	Releasing the lever will automatically bring the platform ladder
into a stable original position
■ 	All 4 rails are in contact with the floor in initial position,
compensating for small irregularities in the floor. This ensures
increased protection against tilting when changing loads
■ 	Even easier to put to use, due to the fact that the castors are not
retained
■ 	imple installation, since the central locking mechanism is
permanently connected to the body

Nr. 51603 Steps and platform: Aluminium ridged
Item no:
Steps
Total reach (mm)
Podium height (mm)
Lower rail width (mm)
Total width (mm)
Total weight (kg)
Working height (mm)
Surface area (m)

5160304
4
1720
955
870
940
45,6
2955
1,69x0,87

5160305
5
2030
1190
940
1010
46,6
3190
2,00x0,94

5160306
6
2300
1435
1020
1090
52,5
3435
2,27x1,02

5160307
7
2580
1670
1100
1170
59,8
3670
2,55x1,10

5160308
8
2850
1910
1160
1230
67,7
3910
2,82x1,16

Surcharge 1 Stair handrail, one-sided - (2 podium stairs are available from size 5!)
Size

Item no:

4

5+6

7+8

5990051

5990052

5990053

According to DIN EN 131-7, double-sided railings on access points to podium stairs are optional at an access angle of ≥ 60°.
Please order railings separately if needed.
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WOODEN LADDERS
MISCELLANEOUS

Safety
Check sheets for the periodic inspection of ladders, mobile scaffolds and cat ladders.
According to BetrSichV, GUV-V D36, handing instructions BGI 694.
Available for free download at http://www.euroline-leitern.de/downloads

+30. mm

+30. mm

Operating Instructions
in accordance with DIN EN 131-3, product-specific operating
be provided:
172557_01.apare to9999999
EUROLINE
Ta instructions
Black

Stanze

Instructions B:

Instructions
15.7
4.8 C:

For ladder types
10101, 10102, 201, 202, 207,
301, 30177, 302, 303, 306,
307, 312, 328, 329, 30182,
30183, 30185, 30186

For ladder types
10501, 10502, 10503, 10504,
10580, 115, 205, 20577,
20578, 22577, 22578, 305,
30573, 30576, 30577, 30581,
315, 32577, 32677, 32777,
32778, 333, 334, 335, 336,
618, 619, 620

For ladder types
216, 304, 316, 317

For accessory types
4991001-4991007,
4993401-4993407
Item no. 9999996
1 PU = 20 pieces 

For accessory types
1990104-1990105
Item no. 9999997
1 PU = 20 pieces 
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RAL 1016

Instructions A:

3.7

For accessory types
3160008, 3160011
Item no. 9999998
1 PU = 20 pieces 

XXXX-16

Inspection tags
Return your future,
repeated inspections,
please use these
inspection tags:
Item no. 9999999
1 PU = 15 pieces 

JD

+30.

ONE-DAY SEMINAR

One-day seminar

Climb up safely!
„Training for an employee qualified for
ladders and steps, small and mobile scaffolds“
Whoever works at certain height always has to rely upon
an access technology solution. Perfect functionality and
proper condition are therefore incorporated in the statutory requirements.
The company has to ensure that a qualified and skilled
person regularly checks the access technology solutions for
proper condition, depending on the working conditions. If,
for instance, the ladders are under heavy loads on a daily
basis, this can mean that the check is carried out on a daily
basis as well. The expertise has therefore to be proven.
To this end, we offer you one-day seminars which are concluded with the certificate „Person qualified for ladders,
steps, small and mobile scaffolds“ (as per the Industrial
Safety Ordinance and DGUV information 208-016 (former
BGI 694)). The participants will learn how to check the
access technology solutions properly, how to detect the
damages early enough and to have the ladders repaired
or withdrawn from use early enough.

Seminar contents:
■	Basics about technical safety: Accidents, follow-up
costs, meaning of „skilled person“
■	Legal ground for companies (ProdSG, BetrSichV/
DGUV Information 208-016 [former BGI694])
■ Standards and regulations (e.g. DIN EN 131)
■ Ladder types, application, risk assessment
■ Repair or withdrawal of damaged ladders
■	Recurring check: Organisation, check-lists, practical
exercise
■ Instruction manual for mobile scaffolds (BetrSichV and
DGUV Information 201-011 [former BGI663])
■ Testing and awarding of certificates

Accepted by Verband Deutscher Sicherheitsingenieure
e.V. (VDSI) and rated with 2 advance training points

Current seminar schedules and further information can be found at: https://www.euroline-leitern.de/seminare-257
The registration documents can also be requested by E-mail at info@euroline-leitern.de.
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■ Rail vehicles
■ Industry
■ Utility vehicles
■ Aviation

Please order brochures at: info@euroline-leitern.de
ALUMINIUMKONSTRUKTIONEN
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Individuelle Sonderkonstruktionen
und Steigtechnik für Lager- und
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■	
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constructions
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■ Please contact your euroline dealer:
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Mehr Informationen zu unseren Dacharbeitsbühnen finden Sie auf den Seiten 10-11 oder direkt auf
unserem YouTube-Kanal: https://www.youtube.com/user/EurolineLeitern

